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KUWAIT: Global economies, particularly GCC
economies must draw a strategic plan to weather the
possible impacts of climate change on their economies,
a Kuwaiti economist said, pointing out that such a clear
strategy could help Kuwait economy cushion the cur-
rent and future effects of climatic turbulences.

Talking to Kuwait Times on the implications of cli-
mate change on global economies, economist Nader Al-
Obaid also discussed in detail the possible impact of
rising temperatures on the economic growth in many
sectors of Kuwait.

Over the years, economic growth has been negative-
ly impacted across the world by various factors; some
of them caused by human actions such as wars, eco-
nomic crises or political tensions while others triggered
by natural causes such as climate change and soaring
temperatures.

“In Kuwait, the agriculture sector is one sector which
has been impacted by climate change and rising tem-
peratures, especially when we talk about seasonal prod-
ucts,” Al-Obaid said. “However, the impact of climate
change on Kuwait’s farm sector has been largely limited
due to weak local agricultural production and a lack of
proper government focus,” he said. 

“Kuwait needs a clear strategic plan to ward off the

impact of climate change and maintain a stable level of
economic growth. Qatar has put in place a scientific
mechanism that helps the country maintain certain tem-
perature levels in their lands and increase its green
spaces while we in Kuwait still suffer from a lack of
green spaces that help in reducing the effect of soaring
temperature levels,” he said. 

Al-Obaid said “Kuwait does not have a proactive
plan to deal with the circumstance and maintain our
economic growth. Therefore, we need a clear strategic
plan that limits the impact of climate change on econo-
my. Such a strategic plan will help the country expand
its agricultural land, create more job opportunities and
diversify its sources of income. Such an initiative will
also help the creation of more productive areas in the
country to boost livestock and bolster food security in
addition to increasing biodiversity in urban areas,” he
pointed out.

Saudi Arabia is probably the worst affected country
in the GCC as climate change has hugely impacted its
agricultural output. The country has around 995,000
hectares of agricultural land and the kingdom has
invested heavily in this land to develop agriculture
products to ensure food security for the country and for
exports. “Therefore, if the agriculture sector is affected
by climate change, it will undoubtedly affect its eco-
nomic growth. Remember, Saudi Arabia produces a
number of top-end farm products such as prime quality
dates,” he pointed out.

“If we look at the Gulf countries, we could see that
Qatar is the most efficient country in terms of agricul-
ture and self-sufficiency because it has invested in mod-
ern technology and hydroponics to boost its agriculture
production,” he added. 

Al-Obaid clarified, “In each country, economic
growth depends on what its economy depends on. In
Kuwait, climate change is affecting the construction and
contracting sectors primarily due to the allocation of
specific hours for workers in view of the excruciating
heat that exceeds over 60 degree Celsius during sum-

mer season.” 
“High temperatures will also affect the worker pro-

ductivity. According to several international studies,
employee productivity decreases by 4 percent with
every rise of temperature by 10 degree Celsius. As a
result, handicraft and manufacturing industrial business-
es are more affected compared to the electronic busi-
ness sector. Therefore, online sector is the most thriving
business during summer,” he said. “The smartest thing

business owners could do is to maintain their employ-
ees’ productivity during summer as it will increase the
profits of the organization and boost the economic
growth of the country. Studies indicated that the jobs
that do not require the employees to move from one
place to another or work from home system will yield
more productivity. Unfortunately, this system has not
been used effectively in Kuwait except during the pan-
demic,” he said. 
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Kuwait needs clear strategic plan to 
limit climate change impacts: Expert

Develop green spaces in Kuwait, boost cultivation in more areas: Expert

KUWAIT: A view of the downtown Kuwait from the top of Al-Hamra Towers. —  Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Saudi GDP climbs 
nearly 12% in 2nd 
quarter on oil gains
RIYADH: Saudi Arabia’s year-on-year economic
growth hit nearly 12 percent for the second quarter, led
by a surging oil sector, the government’s statistics
agency said Sunday.

The Middle East’s largest economy has benefited
from a spike in oil prices triggered by Russia’s invasion
of Ukraine, and has largely resisted appeals from
Western countries to raise output in order to bring
prices down. Growth in the second quarter was 11.8
percent compared to the same period last year,
according to initial “flash” estimates published by the
General Authority for Statistics. “This dynamic growth
was mainly due to the increasing in oil activities by
23.1 percent,” the agency said. Non-oil economic
activities grew by 5.4 percent and government servic-
es grew by 2.2 percent compared to the second quar-
ter of 2021, it said.

The Ukraine war and the resulting rise in crude
prices has been a boon to oil-producing states like
Saudi Arabia, the world’s biggest crude exporter
whose gross domestic product is expected to grow by
7.6 percent in 2022, according to the International
Monetary Fund. As the war got underway, Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates stressed their
commitment to the OPEC+ oil alliance, which Riyadh
and Moscow lead, underscoring Riyadh’s and Abu
Dhabi’s increasing independence from long-standing
ally Washington.

US President Joe Biden, who once vowed to make
Saudi Arabia a “pariah” over human rights abuses, vis-
ited the kingdom earlier in July, drawing criticism from

human rights activists for greeting Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman with a fist bump.

Oil was on the agenda during Biden’s meeting with
Saudi leaders and during a subsequent summit of
regional leaders, but the visit ended without any
agreements to raise production.

The OPEC+ group is to meet on Wednesday.
The main US contract, West Texas Intermediate

crude, surged by more than five percent on Friday to
rise back above $100 per barrel. The International
Monetary Fund, in its latest forecast, estimates that
the kingdom’s economy will grow 7.6 per cent in
2022 and 3.7 per cent in 2023 after expanding 3.2 per
cent last year.

The World Bank estimates that the country’s econ-
omy will grow 7 per cent this year while Jadwa
Investment expects it to expand 7.7 per cent in 2022,
driven by the oil price rally.

Brent, the benchmark for two thirds of the world’s
oil, settled 2.10 per cent higher at $103.97 a barrel at
the close of markets on Friday. West Texas
Intermediate, the gauge that tracks US crude, settled
2.28 per cent higher at $98.62 per barrel.

Supply concerns continue to support prices amid
expectations that Russian oil supply will edge lower in
the months ahead because of its conflict in Ukraine. On
the other hand, even with growing concerns about a
potential global recession and rising inflation that have
derailed the momentum of economic recovery, data
points to oil demand holding up in the third quarter of
this year at an average of 100.3 million barrels a day,
up from 98.7 million bpd in the second quarter,
according to MUFG Bank estimates.

The Japanese lender forecasts that Brent will aver-
age $118.88 a barrel in 2022 and $106.13 next year. It
estimates WTI will end this year at an average of
$114.59 a barrel and $102.25 in 2023. Business condi-
tions in the kingdom’s non-oil private sector also con-
tinued to improve on the back of higher output and
new orders, the latest data showed.—AFP

Nader Al-Obaid

Kingdom Holding 
invests $283m in 
UK’s Phoenix Group
LONDON: Kingdom Holding, the investment compa-
ny controlled by Saudi Arabia’s Prince Alwaleed bin
Talal, invested 1.06 billion Saudi riyals ($283 million) in
UK-based insurer Phoenix Group, as it continues to
boost its investments globally.

The move is part of Kingdom Holding’s investment
program that was announced on June 23, and the stake
in Phoenix Group was recently increased to 3.79 per
cent, the Saudi company said in a statement to the
Tadawul stock exchange, where its shares are traded.

“This investment is a continuation of KHC’s
[Kingdom Holding Company] strategy to invest in
blue-chip companies that are considered market lead-
ers in their field,” it said. Founded in 1782, Phoenix is
the largest savings and pension company and one of
the largest insurance companies in the UK. It serves
more than 13 million customers in the UK and Europe.
Kingdom Holding, with assets of more than 50bn
riyals, has investments across 18 sectors, including e-
commerce, insurance and asset management, as well as
commodities. This month, the company said it invested
more than 1bn riyals in M&G, one of the largest insur-
ance and asset management companies in Europe.

M&G, established in 1848 in the UK, is one of the
largest savings and asset management companies in
Europe with more than $370bn in assets under man-
agement. It serves more than five million customers

across 28 markets. Kingdom Holding also has stakes in
companies such as Citigroup, JD.com, Accor, Uber,
Careem, Lyft and Twitter.

In Saudi Arabia, the Riyadh-based company owns
Kingdom Hospitals and Kingdom Schools, Saudi
petrochemicals company Tasnee, budget airline flynas
and private aviation company NasJet.

It invested 12.8bn riyals between the second quar-
ter of 2020 and the second quarter of this year in vari-
ous sectors, the company said last month. This year,
Kingdom Holding also completed an 8.29bn riyal deal
to sell half of its stake in global hospitality company
Four Seasons. The company retained a 23.75 per cent
stake in the hotels and resorts operator after the deal.
In May, the kingdom’s sovereign wealth fund, the
Public Investment Fund, bought a 16.87 per cent stake
in Kingdom Holding for $1.5 billion.—Agencies

World Bank refuses 
new funding for 
bankrupt Sri Lanka
COLOMBO: The World Bank said Friday it would not
offer new funding to Sri Lanka unless the bankrupt
island nation carried out “deep structural reforms” to
stabilize its crashing economy. Sri Lanka has suffered
an unprecedented downturn with its 22 million people
enduring months of food and fuel shortages, rolling
blackouts and rampant inflation.

The South Asian nation defaulted on its $51-bil-
lion foreign debt in April and huge protests earlier
this month forced then president Gotabaya
Rajapaksa to flee the country and resign. The World
Bank said it was concerned about the impact of the
crisis on Sri Lanka’s people but was not ready to
give funds until the government had bedded down
necessary reforms.

“Until an adequate macroeconomic policy frame-
work is in place, the World Bank does not plan to offer
new financing to Sri Lanka,” the lender said in a state-
ment. “This requires deep structural reforms that focus
on economic stabilization, and also on addressing the

root structural causes that created this crisis.” The
World Bank said it had already diverted $160 million
from existing loans to finance urgently needed medi-
cines, cooking gas and school meals.

Sri Lanka is currently in bailout talks with the
International Monetary Fund but officials say the
process could take months.

The island nation has run out of foreign exchange
to finance even the most essential imports, and chronic
shortages have inflamed public anger.

Motorists stay in long queues for days to get
rationed petrol and government officials have been
told to work from home to reduce commuting and save
fuel. Inflation rose to 60.8 percent in July for a tenth
consecutive monthly record, according to data from
the Colombo Consumer Price Index (CCPI) released
Friday, while the Sri Lankan rupee has lost more than
half its value against the US dollar this year.

The UN World Food Programme estimates five out
of every six Sri Lankan families have been forced to
buy lower-quality food, eat less or in some cases skip
meals altogether. The crisis came to a head on July 9,
when tens of thousands of protesters stormed
Rajapaksa’s residence, forcing the president to flee to
Singapore and resign. His successor, Ranil
Wickremesinghe, has declared a state of emergency
and vowed a tough line against “trouble-makers”, with
several activists who helped lead the mass demonstra-
tions arrested this week. — AFP

Kingdom Holding, which is controlled by Saudi Arabia’s
Prince Alwaleed bin Talal, is investing in blue-chip com-
panies Around the world. — AFP


